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Gregory-Aland Lect. 412 
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 190) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description:  
GA Number: l 412 
Contents: lesk 
Date: XII (No exact date) 
Material: Parchment  
Leaves: 255 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 22 
Dimensions: 25.2 H x 20.8 W  
Shelf Number: 190 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions, leaf count1 
 
CSNTM description: 
GA Number: l412 
Contents: lesk†2 
Date: XII (No exact date) 
Material: parchment 
Leaves: 250 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 22 
Dimensions: 20.7–21.1 W x 24.8–25.1 H x 6.2–6.3 D  
Shelf Number: 190 
 
Images: 
Text (500) + Additional matter (2) + Spine & Color Chart (7) = 509 total images 

Foliation corrections: Paginated and foliated. Foliation on bottom. 
 

Quires: 
1[α].1–8, 2[β].9–16, 3[γ].17–24, 4[δ].25–32, 5[ε].33–40, 6[ς].41–48, 7[ζ].49–56, 
8[η].57–64, 9[θ].65–72, 10[ι].73–80, 11[ια].81–88, 12[ιβ].89–96, 13[ιγ].97–104, 

                                                
1 INTF looked only at the pagination rather than the foliation. And the pagination was incorrect 

starting at ‘450.’ The recto of this leaf was properly labeled as ‘439’ (220a), but the paginator then skipped 
10 numbers. That the beginning of the error is on the verso indicates that no leaves are missing in this 
range. 

2 The MS is complete for the synaxarion, but 221ab seems to have been written by a different 
scribe, contemporaneous with the first one. 
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14[ιδ].105–112, 15[ιε].113–120, 16[ις].121–128, 17[ιζ].129–136, 18[ιη].137–144, 
19[ιθ].145–152, 20[κ].153–160, 21[κα].161–164 [SQ: end of synaxarion], 
22[κβ].165–172, 23[κγ].173–180, 24[κδ].181–188, 25[κε].189–196, 26[κς].197–
204, 27[κζ].205–212, 28[κη].213–220, 29[κθ].221–228, 30[λ].229–236, 
31[λα].237–244, 32[λβ].245–250 [short quire]. 
 

Additional matter: 2 images  
Front cover: 0 additional leaves + cover b = 1 images 
Back cover: 0 additional leaves + cover a = 1 images 
 

Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 7 images (color chart on 1a) 
 
Text: 250 leaves (500 images) 
 
UV (MS pages, not ours): none  
 

Specific Details:  
Leather embossed wood boards with two male pins on front side still intact; foundations 
for the female thongs intact inside back cover. Leather covers mostly intact, though the 
spine is separating. ‘190’ stamped on spine on a label; same on 1a. 
 
Beautiful, well-used lectionary. Ornate, multicolored ekthetic letters introducing lections.  
 
1a: Prologue to John. Ornate headpiece for Johannine prologue. 
2b: Ekthetic tau in the shape of Luke 
14a: ekthetic tau introducing lection from Mark, in the shape of the evangelist 
31b: ekthetic tau introducing lection from John, in the shape of a blind man. 
45a: ekthetic tau introducing lection from John, in the shape of the evangelist as a 

middle-aged man 
50b: Ornate headpiece for Matthew, ekthetic epsilon in the shape of Christ 
56b: ekthetic tau introducing lection from Matthew, in the shape of the evangelist 
74b: Ornate headpiece for Luke 
80b: ekthetic epsilon (!) introducing lection from Luke, in the shape of the evangelist 
103b: Ornate headpiece for Mark, followed by ekthetic tau introducing lection from 

Mark, in the shape of the evangelist 
136b: ekthetic epsilon introducing lection from John (middle-aged man), in the shape of 

the evangelist 
162b: ekthetic omicron at beginning of new lection on the resurrection from Matt 28; an 

angel is sitting on the tomb inside the omicron. 
164b: blank 
165a: Menologion begins 
168a: Ekthetic tau introducing lection from Luke, in the shape of Mary 
190b: Ekthetic tau in the shape of Luke 
196a: Ekthetic beta in the shape of the baby Jesus; lection from Matthew’s genealogy 
221ab: different hand 
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Back inside cover: MS examined/catalogued by Γ. Π. Κρεµος, 1 May 1872. 
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